Whole-brain block-face serial microscopy tomography at subcellular resolution using FAST.
Here, we describe an optimized and detailed protocol for block-face serial microscopy tomography (FAST). FAST enables high-speed serial section fluorescence imaging of fixed brains at an axonal spatial resolution and subsequent image data processing. It renders brain-wide anatomical and functional analyses, including structural profiling of nuclear-stained brain at the single-cell level, cell-type-specific mapping with reporter animal brains and neuronal tracing with anterograde/retrograde labeling. Light-sheet fluorescence microscopy of cleared brains is advantageous in regard to imaging speed, but its spatial resolution is generally limited, whereas the opposite is true for conventional confocal microscopy. FAST offers a solution to overcome these technical limitations. This protocol describes detailed procedures for assembling the FAST hardware, sample preparation, imaging and image processing. A single imaging session takes as little as 2.4 h per mouse brain, and sample preparation requires 1 to several days, depending on pretreatments; however, multiple samples can be prepared simultaneously. We anticipate that FAST will contribute to unbiased and hypothesis-free approaches for a better understanding of brain systems.